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Foreword
We are pleased to release the third edition of Incwert’s holding company 

discount (“HoldCo Discount”) study 2022, based on the analysis of select 

listed holding companies across major sectors in India.

The study could be of importance to the valuation professionals when 

dealing with the quantum of discount to be applied for valuing the holding 

of a minority shareholder in an entity that is essentially an investment 

vehicle. The empirical evidence based on market data may also be a 

reference for addressing the holdings in a private conglomerate.
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We hope you find the results of our study of interest and 

value.

A holding company or conglomerate discount occurs when a 

holding company’s market capitalisation is less than the sum 

of the investments and other net assets that it holds. The level 

of discount is the difference between the aggregate value of 

each investment in the conglomerate and its market 

capitalisation.

The results indicate that the discounts, influenced by several 

factors – industry, sector, timing within the economic cycle, 

multi-layer subsidiaries, reporting complexity and market 

capitalisation, vary across time and sectors.

Key findings of our HoldCo

Discount study, 2022 are:

• The median HoldCo

discount in FY22 is 

approximately 71 per cent 

across the major listed 

holding entities in India.

What’s a HoldCo?

Pyramid holding structure, interlocked ownerships 

and voting pacts typically characterise an investment 

holding entity. 

These structures allow the ultimate owner to 

maintain control over a large group of companies 

through cascades of holding entities coupled with 

cash flows usually limited to dividends declared by 

the operating entities.
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Disclaimers
This publication has been carefully prepared for general information only and is not any kind of 
investment advice/research report. Neither authors of this publication nor Incwert Advisory Private 
Limited (“Incwert”) have any kind of conflict of interest with any company/firm/entity which has been 
cited and has been used for the sole purpose of illustration. 

The study has been written in general terms and is not intended to address the circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there 
can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will 
continue to be accurate in the future. It should be seen as broad guidance only and does not 
constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication 
without obtaining specific professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.

No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained in this publication, and Incwert Advisory Private Limited, its members, 
employees and agents accept no liability, and disclaim all responsibility, for the consequences of you 
or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication 
or for any decision based on it.

Incwert expressly disclaims any liability, including incidental or consequential damages, arising from 
the use of the publication or any errors or omissions that may be contained in the publication.

DATA SOURCES

For producing the analysis, we have extensively relied on data available as part of the company filings, 
NSE, BSE, other publicly available information and proprietary database providers. 

The information and data presented in the study have been obtained with the greatest of care from 
sources believed to be reliable but are not guaranteed to be complete, accurate or timely. 
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The median HoldCo discount observed in the Indian 
listed space during FY22 is 71.3 per cent

The range of discounts is driven by:

• Industry, sector and timing within the economic cycle

• Quality of investments held by the HoldCo

• Level of earnings from dividend and interest, and subsequent distribution to shareholders of HoldCo

• The complexity of reporting structure. Minority shareholders tend to discount companies that have complex 

structures as information on businesses may not be available/accessible on time

• Multi-layer of subsidiaries results in the parking of assets/liabilities in SPVs. Marginal investors at times, do 

not have relevant information to value such subsidiaries/investments. 

• Cross holding in other private companies potentially results in a lack of comprehensibility.

• Cascading effect of dividend distribution tax in a multi-tier structure.
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Conglomerate’s holding in subsidiaries/associates/JVs, 

which can be direct, indirect or cross structured, is usually 

targeted to improve strategic holding of the promoter group. 

Such structured holdings help in building capital synergies 

by employing planned procurement, coordination and 

allocation of resources. 

Despite such holding structures showcasing similarities to 

holdings by private equity funds, the possibility of a planned 

exit and liquidation event is usually remote. This aspect 

causes the prices of holding companies to diverge 

compared to their net asset value (“NAV”) for the minority 

shareholders. 

Stocks of holding companies thus mostly tend to yield less 

value compared to their NAV.

Note: The analysis for FY22 considers a sample size of 27 conglomerates or holding companies listed in the BSE/NSE.

Source: Incwert analysis based on annual reports of companies selected for the study and market price from NSE/BSE.
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HoldCo discount by sectors
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Holding company discount for FY2022 across major sectors  (median value)

Note: The analysis considers a sample size of 27 conglomerates or holding companies listed in the BSE/NSE.

Source: Incwert analysis based on annual reports of companies selected for the study and market price from NSE/BSE.
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Diversified sector followed by Banking/Financial services 
sector have the highest weight in the distribution of HoldCo 
discount
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Note: The analysis considers a sample size of 27 conglomerates or holding companies listed in the BSE/NSE.

The total market capitalisation shown in the above chart is in INR crore.

Source: Incwert analysis based on annual reports of companies selected for the study and market price from NSE/BSE.



Methodology deployed
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• Listed companies in India that are systemically structured to carry on the business as an investment 

company or that have a fairly low stand-alone revenue from operations compared to the revenue on 

a consolidated basis were identified and considered for the analysis. 

• The implied holding company discount is calculated by comparing the market value of the listed 

holding company with its Net Asset Value (NAV).

Holding company discount (INR) = NAV - Market value of holding company

Holding company discount (%) =  Discount amount

NAV

Net Asset Value = Total value of assets  - Total value of liabilities

• Total value of assets include long term and short-term investments in subsidiaries, associates, joint 

venture and equity shares (quoted  and unquoted); gross block; other current assets 

• Total value of liabilities includes all current and non-current liabilities.

• Listed investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures are taken at market value and 

balance investments at book value. Investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures are 

calculated by multiplying the percentage holding with its market value as of the cut-off date.

• All other assets and liabilities are considered at book value.

Subsidiaries, associates and joint 

ventures listed on stock exchanges 

in India have been revalued based 

on their period-end market price.

Other net assets have been 

considered at book value.



Understanding the HoldCo study…
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A conglomerate or a holding company typically 

exhibits the following characteristics:

• does not have any material business 

operations of its own; 

• exists mostly to own assets via holding 

controlling stock or membership interests in 

other companies;

• primary revenue is dividend income and 

interest earnings;

• operating income tends to be consistently 

less than the value of the assets that it 

holds. 

• Holding companies are more complex to 

analyse and determine the true value versus 

the value of their operating assets

• Holding companies tend to be a sum of 

disjointed businesses which an investor is 

forced to buy even though he/she does not 

like a specific investment of HoldCo

• Holding companies are mostly promoter-

driven companies and hence the actions 

may not suit the return and risk objectives of 

the minority shareholders

• Holding companies usually are valued 

based on the liquidation value of the 

investments. However, such liquidation 

value may not be realised as the holding 

company will rarely sell their investments in 

group companies due to strategic/ 

synergistic benefits.

• Internal policies could prevent the holding 

company from realising the value of shares 

which may also get factored into the 

discounted pricing.

1 What is Holding 

company?

2 Why Holding company 

discount arises?

3 Limitations

• The value of holdings other than quoted 

investments in subsidiaries/associates is 

taken at book value. 

• Value roll-up has been performed for the 

first level of holdings. Investments of step-

down subsidiaries/associates have not been 

considered.

• Market prices as at the period end have 

been considered.

• We have covered only 4 years up to FY2022 

under the HoldCo Discount study due to 

change in the treatment of investments in 

the books of accounts post-implementation 

of Ind AS. 
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